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CONFESSION, DISSIMULATION, AND
STORYTELLING IN THE UR-TEXT OF
CLASSICAL EROTICISM
In his Salon de 1846, Baudelaire has a section entitled "Des sujets
amoureux et de M. Tassaert." He imagines the creation of a "love
museum" where love, in all its forms, from innocent to debauched, would
be represented. He would place Tassaert's lithograph,--tlNe fais donc pas
la cruelle, "--in this museum; it depicts a young man dressed as a woman,
and his mistress dressed as a man, seated on asofa; the woman tries to lift
up the young man's skirt. Baudelaire remarks that this lithograph
expresses "une des grandes verites de I'amour libertin"--he cites, in a
footnote, lines from 'the 1678 version of Nicolas Chorier's Dialogues de
Luisa Sigea (originally published 1660):
Sedebant in fomicibus pueri puellaeve sub tinJlis et Iychnis, illi femineo
compti mundo sub stola, hae parom comptae sub puerorum veste, ore
ad puerilem fonnam composito. Alter venibat sexus sub alter sexu.
Corruperat omn;s caro viam suam. I
The subject of botb Tassaert's lithograph and the passage from
Chorier is transvestism. But, while Tassaert's image depicts a heterosexual
role-swapping situation, the passage from Chorier was drawn from a larger
discussion of sodomy and sexual practices associated with it, referred to as:
"cet usage des gar~ons et des filles, de mentir a leur sexe...2
Evidently what interests Baudelaire in these two entries to his
Love Museum is not the sexual practices themselves but rather the
connection between desire and appearances, love and deceit, sexual
orientation and lies. It is not surprising that he should choose to
substantiate his claim that this forms one of the great truths of libertine
I Baudelaire, Charles. Oeuvres compliles, vol. 11, ed. by Claude Pichais, Paris:
Oallimard, 1976p.443-44Sand note. "Sous 1'6criteau et sous la lampe, dans les lupanars, se
tenaient assis des ga~ons et des filles, ceux-Il om6s sous la stola d'ajustements f6minins,
celles-ci habill6es en hommes sous la tunique, et la chevelure arrang6e l la mode des
ga~ons. Sous l'apparence d'un sexe, on trouvait l'autte. 'Toute chair avait corrompu sa
voie.'"
2 All references are to the 1969 edition Des secrets de "amour et de Vlnus: satire
sotadique de Lu;sa S;gea de Tolide. 2 vols. Paris: ('Or du Temps. Preface by Andre Berry.
11, p. 69.
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love by citing Nicolas Chorier's Dialogues. Though Httle known today, this
was by far the most influential of 17th-century European erotic works and
the ur-text of classical eroticism.
Lies express great truths: Baudelaire must have had a thorough
knowledge 'of this two-hundred year old erotic text because, for even
greater authoritative effect, he cites it in Latin, the erudite language of the
rather scarce early editions. 3 "Latin lies express great troths" could easily
have been the subtitle of Chorier's infamous book.
Nicolas Chorier was a lawyer born in Vienne, Dauphin6. His
publications date from about 1640 and include a Philosophie de l'honnete
homme. He moved to Grenoble in 1658 and there, in 1661, the first
volume of his Hisloire generaledu Dauphine was published. Tbe Dialogues
de Luisa Sigea were first published in 1660 and the Latin title--Aloisiae
Sigoeae Toletanae Satyra Soladica de arcanis amoris el Veneris. Aloisia
hispanice scripsit,Iatinitate donavit Joannes Meursius V. C. ,(Sotadic satire
on the secrets of love and Venus by Luisa Sigea of Toledo)--contained a
blatant He all the more scandalous because, for a while at least, it sullied
the reputations of two real people, Luisa Sigea and Jan de Meurs. Luisa
Sigea was in fact an important young polyglot at the Lisbon court in the
middle of 'the 16th century; like Tullia, the main character in the Dialogues,
she was renowned for her intellect and was considered "la Minerve de son
siecle"; Jan de Meurs was a Dutch historian and humanist who died in
1653, seven years before the publication of the Dialogues. Thus, bolb the
supposed author and the supposed translator of the book were dead at the
time of its publication and therefore incapable of defending themselves
against the attribution ofthis obscene work. In fact, the lying Latin titie
was persuasive enough to tie their names inextricably into the history of
the text: well into the 19th century, and despite bibliographers' awareness
of the hoax, one might still refer to Chorier's text as the Meursius, or
Aloysia. Paradoxically its polished Latin was also one of the first 'things to
reveal the tme provenance of the book; insiders began to suspect Chorier,
a published latinist, of having written it. Chorier's pride in his command
of the scholarly language was such that, after denouncing the book and
denying that he had anything to do with it, he couldn't help but add that
its Latin was "d'un style elegant et fleuri." He wrote in his memoirs:
"Lorsque tout d'abord elle tomba entre les mains des hommes, comme nul
J A French translation came out as early as 1680--L'Acadlmie des dames d;v;sle en sept
entre/jens sat;r;ques--and numerous translations, including Italian, Gennan, and English,
appeared over the next two centuries.
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n'ignorait que je fusse savant en latin, je ne sais quels lettres me
sou~onnerent perfidement et injurieusement d'etre I'auteur de cette
Satire. "4 "Into the hands of rnen"--- Chorier puts his finger on another
paradox: the Dialogues de Luisa Sigea, supposedly wrilten by a woman,
recording the conversations of two wornen, and containing information
pertaining directly to wornen, was destined for a limited audience of
educated men, that community of Latin-reading lettres, all friends and
enemies. Even the lying Latin title maintains some degree of verisimilitude
with its claim that the book was written in the vemacular by a woman and
translated into Latin by a man: in the 17th century few women, including
the most erudite among them, would have had the education necessary to
write in Latin; a female autbor would most likely have needed a man to
translate her into this very virile language.
For an educated male readership the contrast must have been
provocative between the studious and philosophical Latin that they leamed
as schoolboys and the subject matter of the Dialogues, which deal
specifically with feminine pleasure and sexual education. Like women
dressed in men's clothing, the Dialogues are a transvestized literary object
in which a pseudo-female author invents female characters to talk
intimately about feminine sexual education in a male tongue and for a
male audience.
Like most classical literature based on ancient sources, the
Dialogues de Luisa Sigea represent, a telescoping of early-modem literary
concerns; we have, in this case, the development of a specifically erotic
genre in literature--a set of Greek and Roman themes--and the
philosophical dialogue and pedagogical practices associated with it. In its
straddling of the centuries, it addresses two important moments in the
history of sex: what Michel Foucault calls the 17th century's "mise en
discours" of sex, the insistence that (specifically) women should speak
about sex, recount it in detail, confess it; and the comprehension of sex, in
ancient Greek culture, as one aspect of a "Dietetique" , where the proper
regulation of sexual activity is seen as contributing 10 an ethics based on
the stylization of the subject. In this article I plan to expand the definition
of a classical erotic literary discourse by demonstrating that a
preoccupation with women's intellectual and sexual instruction was central
to that discourse and to the most important erotic text of the 17th century.
Chorier's Dialoguesattempt to fashion a new erotic rhetoric from,
4 Cited by Andr~ Beny (p. xxi) in the preface to Des secretsde "amour et de Vlnus: satire
sotadique de wisa Sigea de Tolide.
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on the one hand, the portrayal of a young girl's eroto-philosophical
education--her construction of the self and stylization of her existence
through her own control over and articulation of her sexual activities; and,
on the other, from the redirection ofWestern confessional practices aimed
at revealing, through her discourse, the "truth" of the subject, toward an
erotic art of storytelling and tall tales where sexual activity is sublimated
into language. What follows is a brief summary of the text.
Tbe Dialogues de Luisa Sigea relate, in aseries of conversations,
the sexual initiation of a young ingenue. In 'the first dialogue, on the eve
of her wedding, Ottavia spends the night in the bed of one of her mother's
friends, Tullia. Tullia is a married woman, famous for her erudition, for
her command of Greek, Latin, and "presque ·tous les arts lib~raux." She
has been asked by Sempronia, Ottavia's mother, to talk to the young bride
about sex, to explain to her what her new husband will surely want to do
on their wedding night, to prepare her to make the proper response, that
is, to be obedient but not averlyenthusiastie.
Tullia's pedagogical approach vacillates between theory and
practice. She prepares Ottavia for her wedding night by initiating her into
the pleasures of lesbian sex. Having thus piqued her pupil's curiosity,
Tullia delves into lectutes on the Greek and Latin names for body parts,
she recounts the history of lesbianism, sodomy, and dildos, she piles
anecdote upon anecdote in order to demonstrate the various positions and
places conducive to sex.
A second dialogue begins at some point not long after Ottavia's
wedding night. Ottavia recounts in detail the loss of her virginityand her
first orgasm. Tullia responds by first praising the institution of marriage
and the sovereignty of the husband. Then, with artful sophistry she
successfully reshapes her student's understanding of such things as wifely
honor and fidelity. She reasons that a woman's happiness depends upon
marriage, and this because from the security and under the shelter of
marriage everything is permitted. She reveals tbe licentiousness of
Ottavia's mother, Sempronia, and encourages Ottavia to imitate her
mother's duplicitous lifestyle. Tullia has arranged for the first lesson in
deceit and infidelity to take place the following night: a certain Lampridio,
Tullia's own lover, will be Ottavia's eseort as Tullia initiates her into a new
life of adultery.
Tbe next dialogue is entitled "Facons et figures. tI Ottavia, Tullia,
Lampridio, and a fourth character, Rangoni, stage, in the course of
innumerable sexual episodes, aseries of eontortionist tableaus illustrating
a seemingly endless variety of sexual positions.
Tbe last dialogue transfers the location of the action from Italy to
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Spain, without, however, changing the characters. This is the most overtly
pedagogical of the chapters, it has been called an art d'a;mer punctuated
by anecdotes and little stories. When to make love, how often, in what
positions, along with discussions of anatomy, erotic art, and "unnatural"
acts, make up this final dialogue.
In the first half of the 17th century there was one predominating
image of the sexual instructor. An old, ugly, sometimes sorceress, a1ways
mercenary, entremetteuse. Her most famous portrayal in French is to be
read in Mathurin R~gnier's 13th Satire "Macette" (1612). "Macette" was
immediately preceded by de L'Espine's satire of an entremetteuse
("Discours du Sieur de l'Espine," 1609), and by a Renaissance version of
the figure as she appears with the leading role in the Spanish play by
Femando de Rojas La Celestina (fourteen French editions in the 16th
century). But the flgure is found in Pleiade poets - Ronsard's eatin ("IIIe
Folastrie", 1553), and Du Bellay's "Anterotiquw de la vieille et de la jeune
amie" (1549), - and extends back through "La Vieille" of the Roman de la
Rose to Ovid's "Dipsas, "the obvious source and model for practically all
later portrayals (Amores I,viii).S In La Celestina, the pedagogue of female
infidelity teaches the young ingenue how to make use of her feminine
charms. She represents the intrusion of the physical (sexual) world, as
weIl as the social world, into tbe cloistered environment in whieh the
young girl has been kept intellectually ·and sexually innocent. The old
woman gains access to this sheltered spaee by means of the ultimate
feminine guile: an apparent insignificance in her movements and business.
Celestina comes to seil a bit of thread, or she offers to repair a dress. An
early-modem Avon lady, she goes door to door, providing Httle,
superfluous and inessential things, some ribbon, face-cream, an herb or
two. Tbe old lady'sconversation seems, on tbe surface, to be mere female
ehatter, but, in fact, a certain kind of her persuasive chatter is for sale:
subsidized by an amorous suitor, Celestina's discourse becomes a kind of
lobbying activity whose aim is to convince the young girl to accept the
suitor's advances.
, An even older figure of this type is found in the legend of Lilith. Adam's first wife who,
because she was created at the same time as Adam, refused her subordinate sexual role and
tled from hOOt preferring to fulfill her sexual fantasies with demons. She became a papular
image during the Middle Ages, an evil spirit responsible for infant death, abortion,
contraception, and wifely infidelity. Olga Trtnik-Rossettinits book, us injluences anciennes
& italiennes sur la satire en France au XVIe silcle. Firenze: Institut Fran~ajs de Florence,
1958,devotes a chapter to satires against the entremeneuse and the courtesan.
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In the 1530's Pietro Aretino provided another version of the
entremetteuse in the Ragionamenti. These dialogues between Nanna, a
prostitute, her friend Antonia, and her daughter Pippa were spread over
six days and treated the various states of women, including the lives of
nuns, wives, and whores. In the opening dialogue, the prostitute Nanna
recounts her sexual apprenticeship as a young nun in a convent. This
convent, a cloistered, secretive place not unlike a Sadian chateau, has a
ceremonial room hung with paintings of "all tbe various modes and
avenues by which one can fuck and be fucked" and there is amistress who
teaches the sexual positions. These paintings are certainly a reference, not
only to tbe fixed set of sexual positions reputed to have been painted and
practiced by the Greeks and Romans, but to the images of erotic positions
engraved after Giulio Romano for which Aretino wrote a corresponding
set of sonnets, known as the Sonneti lussuriosi. Aretino's reputation for
pomography is based in large part on his relationship to this set of
engravings, which have corne to be known as the "Aretino-Romano
posil.ioni" .
Significantly, in those dialogues of the Ragionamenti where Nanna
teaches her daughter the prostitute's art , these sexual positions are never
actually described, nor are they taught as the "tricks of the trade". Tbe
Ragionamenti are, like Ovid's Ars amatoria, de Rojas' Celestina, and
Regnier's "Macette", essentially cynical; the world is represented as
consisting of exploiters and exploited. For women, sex is a livelihood, not
a pleasure. What Aretino's entremetteuse teaches is not an erotic art of
positions and practices, not how to derive pleasure from sex, but how to
exploit men rather than be exploited by them.
This cynicaJ concept is emblematized in the figure of the
entremetteuse: hypocritical and evil, she is a manipulative old wornan
ruined by a lifetime of sexual debauchery; she schemes to influence a
young girl to seil her favors only for money and always to the highest
bidder. Her interested advice (she hopes to be "remembered" by the young
girl 's rich suilors) conflicts with the desire of the penniless poet/narrator
who has come to court the girl and hides at the door in order to overhear
the sorceress' odious counsel.
Her strategy vis-a-vis the young woman varies Httle from one
author to another. She insinuates herself ioto a respectable horne while
the mother is away and after a few reassuring remarks about her religious
practices or her longstanding friendship with the family, she begins to
deliver her lessons in hypocrisy:
Ces vieux contes d'honneur dont on repaist les Dames
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Ne sont que des appas pour les debiles ames,
Qui, sans chois de raison, ont le cerveau perclus.
L'honneur est un vieux sainct que I'on ne chomme plus.
and:
Celle est chaste, sans plus, qui n'en est point pri~e. 6
Once she bas her pupil 's attention, she moves on to more practical
advice: how to captivate men. She instrocts the young girl to dress so as
to make the most of her physical beauty; that iSt she should implement a
strategy of calculated negligence:
[que] Ces deux jeunes tetons soient voilez d'un mouchoir
Qui d'un point bien ouvr~ quelque fois puisse choir...7
The old lady next touches on a few points of love-making technique
designed to imply passion barely bridled by innocence and modesty:
S'i1 passe plus avant, fay qu'a demy press~e,
Il semble que soubs luy tu demeures forc~e.
Et lors comme renduC! apr~s tous tes efforts,
Abandonne l sa loy les beautez de ton corps,
Serre-Ie doucement, et d'une humide bouche
Entr'ouverte 1 demy, fay que Ia langue touche
A sa langue amoureuse; ap~s retire-Ia,
Faignant te repentir d'avoir os6 cela...8
Eventually she gets to the real point of her lesson. She must
convince the young girl that a11 this love-making has not so much pleasure
as its goal but economic gain. "Join the useful with the pleasurable":
Estimez vos amans selon le revenu:
6 c. f. Ovid, Amores, 1,8,43. Casta eSl quam nemo rogavit.
1 Similar advice is to be found in the discourse of la v;eille in uroman de la rose,lines
13313-13318: S'ele a blanc col el gorge blanche,l Cart que cis qui sa robe trenche I Si
tresbien la Ii escolete I Que sa char pere blanche et nete I Demi pi~ derrier et devant,l Si
en sera plus decevant.
• La vieille of Le roman de la Rose is even more prescriptive in her hypocrisy; she goes
so far as to suggest thal the woman fake orgasm.
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Qui donnera le plus qu 'il soit le mieux venu.9
••• 11 ne faut simplement un amy qui vous plaise,
Mais qui puisse au plaisir joindre I'utilite.
En amour, autrement e'est imbeeili~. (Regnier)
Finally, the old entremetteuse reveals her personal motives. She
is procuring financial security for herself since she expects there to be
wind-fall from aIl these weaIthy lovers and she knows a grateful young girl
would never stand by and watch her starve:
Alors fespereray que par toy leur D6esse,
Leur bonte s'estendra sur ma foible vieillesse,
Et qu'un jour avenir, quand tu te souviendras
De ces reigles de vivre, l I'heure tu diras,
... :Iey gisent fes os
Oe eelle 1 qui je prie un etemel repos}O(L'Espine)
Madeleine Maurel sees in the figure of the old woman a "baroque
anteros" developed in reaction against the medieval idealization of woman
and influenced by Renaissance antipetrarchan images. 11 Tbe popularity
of the figure betrays a vein (at least) of misogynist sentiment at the
beginning of the 17th century indeed but also a curious fascination among
"Satiric" poets (Auvray, Regnier, Sigogne, L'Espine) with the use of an
"ugly" foil in their erotic works. Tbe condemnation implicit in the
description of the old crone and her discourse of sexual promiscuity
probably went a long way to ensure that their works were viewed as
generaIly supportive of traditional morals which required not only that
women have no control over their sexual destinies (their husbands would
see to that) , but that they should have no knowledge of sex whatsoever.
Satirizing as they did the sexual education of a young woman penniued
satiric poets to both evoke images of erotic instruction and to condemn
that instruction as coming from an illegitimate source - the hypocritical
hag.
'Le roman de la rose: Biau fis, ja larges ne sai6s;1 En plusars leu le euer aies,l En un
sei leu ja nel metes,! Ne nel donnes, ne ne pretes,l Mes vend6s le bien chierement I Touz
jors par enchierissement; (11. 13037-13042).
IOAmores, 1,8, 10S-108. Haee si praestiteris usu mihi cognita longo, Nee tulerint voees
ventus et aura meas, Saepe. mihi dices vivae bene, saepe rogabis Ut mea defunetae molliter
ossa cubent.
11 "Esquisse d'un an~ros baroque," XVII silcle, No. 84·85 (1969), pp. 3-20.
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Whether the rhetorical function of the figure of the entremetteuse
was anti-feminist or erotic, or both, the character was embedded in erotic
tradition in one form - old and ugly - until the middle of the 17th century.
Then, a very important change took place, a change which, to my
knowledge, has gone unnoticed and unexplored by scholars: in two erotic
dialogues, L'Escole des filles (1655) and the Dialogues de Luisa Sigea the
entremetteuse was transformed into a beautiful, young, sexually active, and
knowledgeable woman. Tbe satiric tradition gave way to a parody of the
philosophical dialogue in which a character Iike Tullia, an erudite polyglot,
would have the role of the sage. Her Iibertine education is no longer that
of the sorceress but of a conjunction of humanism and reason. Not
surprisingly, the eroticized philosophical dialogue abandons the advocation
of sex for economic gain in favor of sex for personal pleasure and
individual enlightenment.
For all that, "la vieille" is not completely missing from the
Dialogues. She exists vestigially, as she will in Laclos (Les liaisons
dangereuses) ,12 in Sade (Les cent vingt joumees), in Balzac (La flUe aux
yeux d'or), in Baudelaire ("Les petites vieilles"), in Arsan's Emanuelle
(1967), in the guise of someone's debauched old servant. She excites the
curiosity, if not the desires, of the other characters: her sexual history is
inscribed on her face and body in the form of wrinkles, chancres, and
stretch-marks. Like "Macette" she gels her pleasure vicariously through
the sexual encounters of her employers. She is always ready to lend a
helping hand: Tullia's lover Lampridio recounts a story in the sixth
dialogue in wbich an old govemess physieally helps hirn to deflower a
young girl.
More importantly the Dialogues illustrate the transferenee of the
procuress' role from the old woman to the young one as weil as the old
woman's empty vestigial presence. TuJlia deseribes how she was
befriended by a woman "d'un age non encore tr~s avance", Le. young,
-Donna Orsini. Orsini takes Tullia under her wing, teils her to rely on her
discretion and invites herto a suburban villa, (doubtless one of tbe
lupanar's for rieb Roman ladies so despised by Juvenal) where Tullia will
spend the day cavorting wi'th four "athletes." At the door, Orsini hands her
over to "une vieille femme": '''Je ferai en sorte,' dit [la vieille] eo se
toumant vers Donna Orsini, 'que eette jeune personne amenee par vous
12 In the last letter of the novel, Merteuil, (in what has been seen as a merely formal
punishment in comparison with the persuasiveness of her Iibertine philosophy spread over
pages) contracts a venereal disease and becomes an ugly old hag - "son Ime ~tait sur sa
figure. "
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et qui avant peu de temps sera ivre de voluptes, vous en rende des graces
etemelles. 'tt Tbe mentor/procuress in this episode is clearly Donna Orsini;
it is she who will receive, not money, but etemal thanks, the new reward
consistent with the entremetteuse's more philosophical status. In Chorier,
the figure of the old woman is a left-over, and, though she may still serve
as a foil for the beauty of the protagonist, her pedagogical role has been
usurped by that of a younger, educated woman who is still sexually active.
And how better to convince a young girl to indulge herself 'lhan
I with the new, improved, entremetteuse; for the clever student, the lesson
of the two images should be obvious. Tbe ugly old hag was a most
convincing argument why not to have sex. Her appearance proved what
sex did to a woman, it used her up, wore her .out, made her ugly if not in
body, then in spirit. The beautiful Tullia demonstrates, through her
appearance as weil as her philosophieal stance, that sex makes one better,
more articulate, spiritual and intelligent.
But the movement in erotie literature from the old hag to the
young beauty is perhaps symptomatie of an even more profound
transformation in erotic Iiterary discourse. Michel Foucault, in L'usagedes
plais;rs, the second of his three-volume Histoire de La sexualite, suggests a
model which is useful in understanding this transformation. In the chapter
entitled "L'aete,la depense, la mort n , he describes the anxiety with which
different cultures have approached sexuality as resulting from its having
been identified with its more "virile"attribute (ejaculation) and thus with
the notions of violence, .personal expenditure, and death. He goes on to
describe three cultural responses to this sexual anxiety: the Chinese erotic
art where, byentering into contact with and mastering the "life force" of
tbe sexual partner one is in fact rejuvenated; the Christian pastoral which,
through Confession, codifies sexual aets, moments and intentions, and
legitimizes what is seen as a negative sexual impulse; and, among the
Greeks, a dietetique, techniques which allow one to philosophically stylize
oneself through sex and "faire de sa vie une oeuvre qui se survivra au-dela
de son existence passagere. trl3
Historically the, "rejuvenate, ""legitimize, "and "styUze, 'can be said
to represent three cultural antidotes to a virile sexuality, three avenues of
escape from the otherwise inevitable encounter with sexual anxiety--- the
sex and death equation. If the erotic figure of the used-up old crone
confinned a negative view of sex the Dialoguespedagogy of sexual pleasure
places these three imperatives in the service of a new rhetorical arte They
13 Paris: Gallimard, 1984,p. 156.
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eonstruet a new erotic rhetorie by inventing a diseourse of "feminine"
sexuality based precisely on these three strategies of eseape: rejuvenate the
body through the Iimitless proliferation of sexual encounters in a
multi-orgasmic utopia; legitimize the practice through language (lies and
storytelling); and stylizeoneself through the studied pursuit and practice of
pleasure. I would Iike first to consider the way in whieh the Dialogues
demonstrate this last strategy of stylization or construetion of one's
existence.
Foucault analyzes the eoncept of "Di~t~tique" in aneient Greek
culture by examining the way in which diet and daily regimen is described
and advocated in "prescriptive" manuals and texts. The diet is, aceording
to Foucault, a fundamental category through which one thinks human
behavior; it provides a set of guidelines with whieh to understand one's
conduct; "un mode de probl~matisation du comportement, qui se fait en
fonction d'une nature qu' il faut preserver et a laquelle il convient de se
conformer. Le regime est tout un art de vivre" (115).
Foucault's definition of the "regime" covers four points: the object
of the regime is the control and mediation of food, drink, exercise, sleep
and sex; its goal is the health of the soul via care of the body; it is praetieal
in that the regimen is a strategic art enabling one to deal "reasonably" with
the circumstanees of life; and it is taugbt, not as a set of rules which must
be blindly obeyed, but persuasively, taking into consideration the
individual's circumstances, and appealing to his intellect.
In their parody of the pedagogical dialogue form the Dialogues de
Luisa Sigea evoke these ancient regimentary practices, specifically the
sexual ones. Their purported therapeutic effects are exaggerated and a
direct connection is drawn between sexual activity and "right 'lhinking".
Furthermore, the Dialogues , advocation of extra-marital sex forces the
young woman to take an active role in determining and dissembling her
sexual activities; this self-conscious and deliberate pursuit of erotic
pleasure eventually leads to a stylization of the female subject and the
development of her own "art de vivre. "
Immediately after her wedding night, Ottavia has already noticed
a difference in herself. She relates to Tullia her mother' s profound, if
somewhat hypoeritieal, remarks on the causes of a bride's new-found
wisdom:
Ottavia. "Ce rOle d'~pouse ...est pour nous la source la plus censine
d'une sainc raison; ... En mame temps que nos maris injectent la
volup~ dans nos corps, par le mame canal, excellents ouvriers, ils y
injectent la sainc raison".
Tullia. Qui donc en doutcrait? Tu en es toi-mame la meilleure
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preuve, toi qui, Ivant ces jours-ci, savais A peine t'exprimer et qui
maintenant fais toutes choses et en parles si bien, si ing6nieusement,
si agr6ablement.
Notice that "saine raison" is acquired through sex and produces eloquence
and volubility. (More on this later.) Eneouraged, Ottavia waxes
philosophie, inventing an image of sex as physieal therapy for a dormant
intellect:
Ottavia. Chez nous, on pourrait le dire, en un m!me endroit r6sident
notte virginit6 et notte raison, les deux plus pr6cieuses choses de la
vie. La baguette virile, ouyrant notre sae, ouyre les voies A notre
raison, blottie 11 depuis la naissance, et iI se trouye qu'l force de
pouss6es et de chocs, elle la fait bient6t monter de ce bas s6jour vers
des regions sup6rieures. (1,86)
Tullia once again agrees and adds jokingly that the "rnentule" has the
power to create "mental faculties".
Tbe connection between defloration and intellectual enlightenment
is a commonplace of classical erotic literature: losing one's virginity is, as
suggested by the title of La Fontaine's conte, "Comment I'esprit vient aux
filles. ,,14 What would become a commonplace of 18th-century erotic
novels is the technique which Tullia next uses in order to reorient Ottavia's
notions of honor and rnarital fidelity: she undermines Ottavia's belief in
her mother's irreproaehable behavior by recounting to her some of her
mother's debauched adventures. 15 Dazed by what she has just learned
about a woman whom she believed "la plus pudique et la plus honnete des
femmes, "but intellectually enabled by her recent sexual experience, Ottavia
is now ready to receive a truly libertine education. Tullia delivers a
complicated philosophical argument in favor of promiscuity: a woman is
responsible for her own pleasure but also for her reputation; since even
completely innocent wornen can get a bad reputation it does not make
sense to refrain from pleasurable activities; rather one should allow oneself
all pleasures that can be had discreetly and with no threat to one's honor.
Tullia. Ce que tu pourras faire commod6ment, sans ayoir rien 1
14Nouveaux contes de Monsieur de La Fonta;ne (1674) in Contes et Nouvtlles en vers,
edited by Georges Couton. Paris: Gamiers Fr~res, 1961.
IS This technique is used to seduce C6cile in Les liaisons dangereuses(1782) and it fonns
the rhetorical basis of a philosophy of the degradation of thc mother in Sade.
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craindre de ton mari, sois persuad~e que cela fest pemais; ce que tu
ne pourras faire sans courir un danger certain, n'h6site pas 1 croire
que cela t'est d6fendu. Pour le moment, j'ai at'inculquer les pr6ceptes
de la v6ritable et saine sagesse; grice 1 eux, tu r~gleras dor~navant le
cours de ta vie. Je leur suis redevable de taus mes bonheurs, de
I'intacte conservation de ma bonne renomm~e, tandis que je m'amuse,
que je jouis librement des avantages de la jeunesse; tu leur devras
6galement ta f6Iici~.
What Tullia then outlines is essentially a regimen of moral and behavioral
duplicity designed to permit the pursuit of endless erotic adventures while
keeping the appearance of honnetete.
Tullia...Ce n'est pas en la chose elle-meme que consiste I'honneur ou
Je d~shonneur, ... Veux-tu vivre agreablement et heureusement,
Ottavia? pense que taut te soit a la fois pennis et d~fendu. Que ce
soh 11 ton souverain pr~cepte, dans la condition d'existence que t'a
adjug6e la lai de mariage. (112-113)
What likens Tullia's discourse to the manuals of dietetique
studied by Foucault is the emphasis it places on rules and regimentation,
moderation, and "healthy" wisdom. Of course· the true "diete" were
practices aimed at the (male) body--diet, exercise, sleep, sex--- with a view
to the health of the soul. Tullia's instructions are indeed aimed at the
body, but the goal of her lessons in the "art of existence" is not
transcendental ; she does not turn her life into a work of art in order for
it to survive her death. Rather she teaches that it is only through careful
planning, duplicity, and attention to appearances--practices which are
essentially stylizing--that a woman can have any pleasure be/ore her death.
Tullia's regimen emphasizes those aspects of the "di~te" which
have a practical pedagogical function: she teaches that passive submission
to a husband's desires is a sad waste of one's sexual capacities. A woman
"owes it to herseifit to take lovers: the pleasure she gets from them is of a
different quality than that which her husband offers precisely because she
actively seeks it, evaluates it, relates it to herself and to her body. Tullia's
is a strategie art - the adulterous woman must know how to control
situations and her own desires so as never to be discovered; for her this
art is, as Foucault defines the regimen - "une sorte de manuel pour r~agir
aux situations diverses dans lesquelles on peut se trouver; un traite pour
ajuster son comportement selon les circonstances" (121). Tullia proposes
a set of behavioral guidelines whieh, if carefully followed, will, within a
cultural and economic system which places a woman entirely at the
disposal of her husband, grant her limited control over her sexual activities
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and pennit her to live "agreeably" and "happUy".
The use of the "Dietetique" as a model for female sexual
education in the Dialogues aets as a parody. to be sure, of aneient
philosophical-pedagogical dialogues; as parody it contains a eritique of
soeietal values, in this case that of a bourgeois and hypocritical concept of
honnatet6. But parody is also a creative form; in its juxtaposition of
unrelated discourses parody produees literary hybrids. Tbe Dialogues
juxtapose a discussion of female pleasure with ancient philosophy
produeing a ..feminine sexuality" eloaked in a virile pedagogical discourse
of self-control. Just as the substitution of Tullia for Maeette throws a
positive light on the concept of female sexual education, the creation of a
feminine sexual regimen makes it not only possible but necessary to depict
wornen's pleasure and to offer it as the object of "serious" and detailed
discussion.
I pointed out above that the Dialogues illustrate three avenues of
escape from a sexuality of violence, expenditure and death; in so doing
theyereate what I have called a classical erotic rhetoric. As we have seen,
"Stylize" ,and/or the parody of stylizing, is an avenue by whieh "feminine
sexuality" gets introduced into the arena of possible subjects of serious
diseussioD. In the remaining two strategies of deviation, "rejuvenate" and
"legitimize", this "feminine sexuality" will take form as it redefines the
concept of ultimate pleasure and refunctions the Christian practice of
penance.
Sexual activity is equated with "rejuvenation" in the Dialogues.
Tbe sexual encounter is portrayed, not as an "aet" but as aseries of
tableaus or postures in an unlimited, muiti..orgasmic, world; expenditure
is not of one's life force but of an always renewable physical energy.
As in an erotic art, sexual pleasure suppresses the perception of
time and the effects of its passing. Tullia teils Ottavia that an amorous
session lasting forty-five minutes seems like two centuries when measured
in raptures: "C'est par des siecles pareils, sans doute, que toutes les
g6nerations des etres vivants perpetuent avec tant de plaisir leur eternite"
(1,61). Sexual activity, when it results in reproduetion, is life generating
and also regenerating. At no point in Ottavia's edueation are the
debilitating effects of pregnaney and childbirth addressed. And though
Tullia revels in her depiction of the pain and violenee associated with the
loss of virginitY,she iosists that this pain is brief, a small price to pay for
admission to a new life of indeseribable pleasure. While doetors of the
16th and 17th centuries often prescribed sexual penetration as a remedy
for a number of gynecological illnesses, Tullia rhetoricizes the curative
properties of love-making: kisses are a baume vivijiant meant to revive a
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lover dying of pleasure; semen is a baume vital administered to a mourante
in the throes of passion; Lampridio, after sex, feels "merveilleusement
restaure... rempli de bonheur."
Tullia's remedy for physical exhaustion is always more sex, for
which she prescribes various aids, restorative drinks, changing partners and
positions. In the midst of an orgy she teils a flagging Ottavia to rekindle
desire by changing positions: "11 faut assaisonner de la sorte la volupte,
pour que de la volupte renaisse, sans fin, la volupte" (11, 36). Depletion of
one's life force, the "expenditure" associated with a viril sexuality, does not
exist in the feminine sexual regimen where loss of virginity, 'threat of
pregnancy and physical exhaustion, when they are mentioned at a11, are
subordinated to a higher intention, that of multiple orgasm, or endless
"volupte. "
In other words, one climax "following upon one sexual act of
greater or lesser duration does not constitute the ultimate pleasure. The
ultimate pleasure is to be found rather at some point wilhin aseries of
sexual encounters: Tullia teils Ottavia that ten jousts are needed in order
for her to reach "lecomble de la volupte". She orchestrates seven of these
encounters for her student as she artfully deploys first Lampridio, then
Rangoni, in carefully described positions that resemble the "fucking
machines" of Sade.
. Notice that, as in Sade, the meaning of the sexual episode is not
found in the climax, the closure which defines it as an act, but in the series
itself, in a taxonomic deployment of the many positions, places,
circumstances in which one can have an orgasm. In Sade, the taxonomy
itself is therefore sexually invested, that is, it acquires an erotic meaning
in a mirroring of the procedure by which sex is taxonomized. In the same
way education is eroticized in the Dialogues by using pedagogical language
and educative techniques (taxonomies, etymologies) to prepare for and
describe Ottavia's sexual initiation.
The Dialogues' multi-orgasmic utopia is dependent upon the
depiction of a female sexual education. That is, while her male partners
must alternate with one another, one always employed in a position while
the other retires to regain his erection, Ottavia's capacity for multiple
orgasm makes possible her uninterrupted apprenticeship into a range of
sexual practices. The fact that sexual activity is rejuvenating, that it no
longer represents a depletion of vital energy, is in keeping with the
pedagogical spirit of the classical age, where education too is meant to be
nontaxing, readily accessible, or, as the purported educative tand edifying)
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~roject of tbe Dialogues is defined in its prefaee,--a "sugar-coated
iremedy" .16
Aod such a man those
"artists ofconfession" make;
for what has the "art of
confessing" done except 10
deslroy Ihe art aod practice
of confiding, until at last we
have leamed to confess a
great deal, to confide not at
an. (Luther, Conjittndi
ratio)
Tbe third alternate rhetorical route employed in the discussion of
sex in the Dialogues I have ealled "legitimizing tt • In Foueault's analysis
(op.cit.) "to legitimize" is the goal of tbe Cbristian pastoral, the Medieval
system of "eure" or "eare" of the soul in whieh a spiritual guide elieits the
confession of various deeds from 'the individual, evaluates their sinfulness
and assigns punishment suffieient to expiate the offense and reconcile the
individual with the ehureh. As regards sexual activity, Foueault ealls this
spiritual guidance a "technology of the flesh"; its function is to obviate the
negative or deleterious effeets of sex -that is, sex as sin, - through a eareful
eodification ofinappropriate gestures and sexual moments (after ehildbirth,
during menstruation, on eertain holy days) followed up by exhaustive and
detailed confessions of any divergence, on the part of the individual, from
this code. Indeed, Foucault eonsiders sexual discourse in the West to have
developed around the concept of "confession" from the Middle Ages
through the 17th century. But while the term "confession"groups together,
in his analysis, a variety of techniques whose goal is to uncover or produce
some truth about the individual, the actua! practice of confession is but
one well-defined part of the sacrament of Penance, a practice with its own
16 Tbe prefatory texts of the Dia/oguts, those supposedly written by Luisa Sigea as weil
as mose written by anonymous editors aod admirers, claim that the project of Ihe text is 10
paint the vices aod debauchery of Tullia and Ottavia, and to paint them in a channing aod
entertaining way, in order to dissuade other "honn!te" wornen from following their example:
"Un habile MMecin augmente la force des remMes, en 6cartant d'eux la r6pugnance et le
d~goüt, lorsq'illes fait prendre dans des sucreries; teile 6tait la pens6e de Luisa; ...elle qui
si ing6nieusement, si plaisamrnent, avait su maler I'utile AI'agnable. "(po XXXVI) The Jogic
of this project is unabashedly twisted, an obvious parody of the literary and pedagogical
propaganda of the period, and its insistence on "instruire et plaire".
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history and textual development. To beUer relate Foucault's analysis of
confession to the development of a classical erotic rhetoric, it is necessary
to examine certain moments in the history of Penance which Foucault
neglected to consider, namely, the use of the penitential manuals, and their
relationship to confession and pedagogy.
Penance, one of seven sacraments of the Catholic church, can be
defined roughly as confession, punishment and absolution. Until the
beginning of tbe sixth century penance was an act of public humiliation,
punishment and redemption, so dramatic in its effects that the layman was
expected to bave recourse to it only once in a Iifetime. With tbe increasing
acceptance among the clergy of private confession and private penance,
worshippers began to confess more regularly, and, in response to its
growing popularity, the 1215 Lateran Council enjoined the faithful to
confess their sins to a priest once a year.
Dut the status of penance and confession were severely debated
in the church up un~i1 1215. Much of the debate tumed around the
validity of the penitence manuals, tbe bandbooks which priests used to
leam the various kinds of sins and the punishment appropriate to each.
Their instroctions were so specific in nature thatthey were bound to be,
occasionally if not frequently, in contradiction with other manuals and,
though most claimed to be based on the writings of the Church Fa'thers,
they were often accused of being inconsistent with one of these. I give an
example from one of the most famous of these, the So-called Roman
Penitential of ca. 830, in order to show the specificity of offenses included:
If any man who is betrothed defiles the sister of his betrothed. aod
clings to her as if she were his own. yet marries the fonner. that iSt his
betrothed. but she who has suffered defilement comrnits suicide--·all
who have consented to the deed shall be sentenced to ten years on
bread and water. 17
Offenses are organized under broad headings such as "Of Homicide" ,
"Fomication", "Perjury" and the prescriptions of Penance range from the
singing of psalms to abstention from "juicy foods" and from intercourse
with one's wife.
While penitential manuals were originally written in Latin during
the Middle Ages to instruct priests in the kinds and amounts of penance
required for different sins, during the 16th century, many were translated
11 Translated in Medieval Handbooks 01 Penance. by lohn T. McNeill and Helena M.
Gamer. New York: Octagon Books, 1979,p. 304.
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into the vernacular and addressed to tbe lay worsbipper as confession
carne to be practiced more and more often. For the layman, the handbook
had become necessary to help himlher learn the different sins (mortal and
venial) and how each were to be confessed. This excerpt from tbe De
poenitentia et tentationibus religiosorum (1189) illustrates how specific the
confession itself was expected to be:
Contess therefore what thou hast done, as thou hast done it, and when
thou hast done it, and in what measure thou hast done it, and where
thou hast done it, aod who thou art who hast done it, and who and
what manner of person it is, with whom thou hast done it: or if it be
impersonal, what it iso If thou wilt be safe confess all these
circumstances with the number of the occasions, and the measure of
the gratification, aod the statement of thine age. 18
Tbe operative, and in fact menacing, line bere is "ifthou wilt be
safen. Tbe seed was planted for a confessional practice rooted in the
"detail". Indeed, wben tbe 1551 Couneil of Trent reiterated the Lateran
injunetion to confess once a yeart it included a special explanation of the
importance of enumerating all tbe sins "specifically,and one by one" .
Although Foucault admits some fluctuation in the role or
importance of confession at various points from the Middle Ages through
the 17th century, he maintains its overriding influence on the individual's
relationsbip to sexual activity (tbe flesh). While tbis overview is
undoubtedly correct it obscures 'the importance of one moment in tbe
history of the Cburcb and tbe sacrament of penance - the period of the
Reform. That is, wbile Foucault claims that Catholic and Protestant views
on confession bave run a more or less parallel course, as Pierre Legendre
points out, "confession was at tbe very heart of the reform movement" .19
But, and more importantly, the debate on confession for 16th century
religious thinkers tumed around the question of confessional detail.
While Luther believed confession, though not strictly necessary for
forgiveness and absolution, might be useful to the penitent, be wamed
against taxing one's memory witb "a mass of details". He referred to the
11 Anonymous Benedictine, quoted in Watkins, A H;story 0/ Penance, p. 746.
I'IL 'amour du censeur: essai sur I'ordre dogmatique. Paris: Seuil, 1974, p. 161. The
chapter "Politique des confesseurs" gives a psychoanalytic reading of the relations of Penance
to Scholasticism and Power emphasizing the imPOrtance of pedagogy to confession: that is,
confession is a strictJy coded ritual whose very content, what is confessed, is rigorously
controlled; one teams to confess what one has been given to contess.
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differentiation between sins as "a riot of distinctions", that "hateful and
wearisome catalogue". The problem with this detailed form of confession,
to Luther's mind was that the penitent,
while seeking out forgotten sins or a way of confessing them, ...entirely
loses the present pangs of conscience, aod the whole profit and
salutary effect of confession. When he is absolved, therefore, he
rejoices not so much because he is absolved, as because he has freed
himself once for all from the wretehed worry of confession; for what
he has been seeking has been not the absolution, but rather the end
of the laborious nuisance of confessing. (Worb, I, 91)20
Neither Calvin nor Luther believed eonfession to be a saerament;
Luther even advoeated taking an occasional uneonfessed eomrnunion, to
prove one's faith in God's power to forgive over the power of individual
aets of eonfession. Calvin would dispense with aurieular eonfession
altogether. He believed that the only people who approaehed eonfession
withjoyfulheart were the priests "whopleasantlyentertain themselves with
mutual narrations of their exploits, as with humorous anecdotes." To
support his argument against eonfessional practice he reminds his readers
of the Patriarch Neetarius' deeision to abolish eonfession in
Constantinople, in 391. Tbe determining faetor here, was, as might be
expected, of a sexual nature.
1 only remark, jf that holy man was not guilty of indiscretion, who, on
account of one romour of fomieation, banished confession from his
church, ... we are thus reminded of what ought to be done in the
present day, when rapes, adulteries, ineests, and seductions exceed all
enumeration. (/ns!itUltS, Book 111, chap.lV, XIX)21
For Calvin too, the problem with eonfession was to be found in the
detailed enumeration of sins, the reeounting of amorous adventures and
the narrating of sinful aets.
Aecording to H.-J. Martin, the Catholie ehureh responded to the
reformers accusations by attempting to control the conditions under whieh
the saerament of penanee was administered. Dominieans, Franciscans and
20 Luther, Martin. Works. 6 vols. Philadelphia edition. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
1930-43.
21 Calvin, Jean. Institut;o christ;anat religion;s, Ed. John T. MeNeill. Transt. Ford Lewis
Battles. Philadelphia: Wesbninster Press, 1960.
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especially Jesuits organized a pedagogy of moral theology. creating chairs
in their colleges dedicated to that specialty. Martin explains the
concomitant explosion in the early 17th century in the publication of
confessional manuals, which, by the way. continued and augmented the
amount of detail required of the penitent:
la n6cessi~ de d6velopper l'insbUction du clerg6 ct de lui donner des
directives eo mati~re de confession incita les docteurs ainsi s~cialis6s
, composer des trait6s de morate pratique et m&me utilitaire, et i
s'efforcer de r6soudre avec plus de pr6cision que dans les manuels
jusque-Il eo usage, les cas de conscience qui pouvaient !tre soumis aux
directeurs. (I. 123)22
The importance attributed to the sacrament of penance influenced
the visual arts as weIl contributing to the development of a specialized
"penitential" iconography distributed in thc form of illustrated books and
popular engravings. Figuring prominently were representations of a
repentant Saint Peter and a weeping Mary Magdalen.
The debate over confessional practices continued during the 17th
century as part of the Jansenist-Jesuit controversy over questions of Grace
and Penance. The Jansenists, like the protestants. were critical of the use
made of the sacrament by unrigorous or, what they considered to be.
uninfonned spiritual directors. Their views were stated in numerous
polemical texts and refutations supporting their side of a quarrel which
began with the publicatioll of the Augustinus and Antoine Arnauld's
treatise De la frequente communion.23 In the latter treatise Amauld
advocated the reestablishment of the practice of public penance which he
believed to have fallen out of favor as a result of the lenient and therefore
more populae practice of private confession. Amauld thought that
confession in fact had taken the place of penanee, that directors were more
eoneemed with the meticulous recounting of the sinful aet than with
obtaining the correct penance in expiation of it. Some people, he claimed.
expected to skip penance altogether: "ilyen a beaucoup qui se persuadent.
que pourveu qu'ils ayent fait le denombrement de leurs pechez, du meme
'nUvre, pouvo;rs el soci~t~ d Paris au XVII siicLe. 1598-1701. 2 vols. Geneva: Droz,
1969.
UDe la frlquenle Commun;on, DU Les sent;mens des Peres, des Papes, el des Conciles,
touchant I'usaqe des Sacremens de Penitence cl d'Euchar;stie, sontfidelltmtnt exposer.: Pour
serv;rd'adresseaux personnes qui pensent ser;eusementase converlird Dieu,' &: aux Pasteurs
dc Conjesseurs l.tlel" pour le bien des amts. Lyon: 1683. First published Paris: Vitr~, 1643.
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ton que l'onconteroit une histoire, & qu'ilsayent promis des levres de s'en
repentir...i1s ont droit de recevoir l'absolution... "(634). Arnauld was
scandalized because the sacrament had been reduced to a narrative act
devoid of feelings of remorse: people confessed "as if they were telling a
story". And in another passage Arnauld recorded the oft-heard complaint
of an unnamed theologian friend: "Nous sommes en un temps ou on a soin
de raconter ses pechez, & non pas de les detester" (581).
Arnauld's critique addressed only the most obvious ofthe dangers
associated with a very narrative concept of penance; he decried what he
betieved to be the replacement of tbe sacrament of Penance by confession.
Indeed, the Jesuits had innovated on the narrative practices of confession,
pushing it weil beyond the penitential function originallyassigned it. Tbe
very popular confessional guide, the Somme des pechez qui se commettent
en IOUS eSlals by the Jesuit Bauny,24 demonstrates, in its general
description of confessional procedure, the extent to which the confession
was inclined in fact to encourage narrative fabrications - through the
promptings of the confessor, or the approximations of tbe penitent. At a
normal confession the penitent is supposed to accuse himself if he can;
"sinon il le faudra soulager en l' interrogeant des pechez que l'on pense
probablement qu'il a commis", the most common being superstitions,
swearinq, quarrels, desirinq dishonest and shameful things, not going to
Mass, getting drunk, etc. He needs to accuse himself of all of these things,
and count their number; but ifbe can't remember, "suffitde dire le temps
auquel l'on pense avoir este le subjet a sernblables imperfections, avec
l'inclination ales commettre apeu pres tant de fois en un jour, plus ou
moins. "
Tbe confession of "imagined" sins is discussed and developed
further in the chapter "Des choses dont il faut interroger le Penitent en fait
de Luxure" where dishonest thoughts and the pleasures they provide are
theorized. Here is sorted out the difference between those thoughts which
are not evil in themselves, since predicators and confessors are obliged to
have them and listen to them recounted; and those which are pemicious
because of their consequences. If one has more than passing lubricious
24Somme des Pechet qui se commenenl en lous eslals de leurs condilions et qualile1. En
quelles occurrencesils sonl MoTtelsou Veniels cl: en quelle/aron le Confesseuren do;1 interroger
son Penitent par le R.P.E. Bauoy de la Compagnie de J~sus. Paris, 1633, p 84. First
published in 1630, this extremely popular and conttoversial manual was, according to H-J
Martin, reedited or reprinted in 1633,34,35,36,39,41,43, aod 46.It experienced a 4-year
condemnation by Rome, the Sorbonne, aod the French Assemblle du clergl for reasons of
laxity, from 1640-44.
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thoughts, and represents to oneself the sex act and derives pleasure from
that representation, then the thoughts are amortal sin and "Ie confesseur
... s'en fera dire autant qu'il pourra le nombre, comme aussi des
delectations, qui avec deliberation se treuvent par fois en la partie
inferieure" (110). As in the 1189 De poenitentia manual mentioned above,
where the "measure ofgratification" is to be calculated, the penitent reader
of Bauny's manual is asked not only to tell the number of such thoughts,
but the kind of pleasure which they provide.
But the interrogation of sinful thoughts delved still deeper into the
fictions produced by the penitent. Dauny related the two sides to an
evidently controversial point of casuistry having to do with the admission
of the identity or status or identity of the imaginary partner. On the one
hand it was argued that the penitent must tell tbe condition of bis
imagined partner, whether she is a sister, a virgin,another's wife, because
the pleasures to be had to differ depending on the objects ("Car tous ces
plaisirs sont differens d'espece entre-eux, ne plus ne moins que les objets
qui les terminent" , [121]). Others said that if the penitent did not intend
to aet on those things he had imagined, then he had no other pleasure
than what he imagined to be in tbe earnal act; 'the pleasures were all then
of the same type. Notice here that tbe operative word is pleasure and not
sin; in this part of the confession, sin is determined by the quality of
pleasure experienced as recounted by the penitent who, funhermore, is
asked to evaluate tbis pleasure. The confessional manual began to
resemble a treatise on. sexual pleasure or a technical guide to erotic
representation. _
What was at stake, then, in the debate over penance was
originally, tbe status of tbe manual, tbe basis of its pedagogical authority;
during the Reform was added a new concern for the necessity of
descriptive detail which the manual was designed to encourage and
facilitate. These manuals taught people the "art of eonfessing"--that is, the
way to represent sin, to exteriorize it and to sublimate guilt, "the pangs of
conscience", into the narrative aet. Reformers pereeived what they
considered to be the dangers of tbe confessional; it was a school for
storytelling and a veritable bonanza of titillating anecdote.
Tbe Dialogues de Luisa Sigea comment on this debate, they
parody it, and in so doing represent perbaps the eacHest exploitation of the
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erotie potential of eonfession in literature.2.S In the Dialogues Tullia and
Ottavia are keenly aware of the eroties of eonfessional praetiee. They have
learned to manipulate it, employing eonfessional formula as a meehanism
to generate the narration of sexual pleasure and then to transform it into
the pleasure of narrative.
Tbe episodes involvingthe stoie philosopher Teodoro are the most
obvious reference to Christian confession, and represent what 1_ called
earlier the telescoping of early modem concerns into aneient themes. Tbe
Christian spiritual direetor, or guide of souls, was in many ways related to
tbe Graeeo-Roman sophist or stoic philosophers who eonducted their own
systems of public and private penance. Tbe ingenue Ottavia teils how, in
anticipation of the loss of virginity which her wedding night would bring,
she was brought by her mother to see one of these philosophers, Teodoro,
to confess and to expiate at his hands her future sexual impurity. Tullia
encourages her to relate the episode "point by point". So, in great detail,
Ottavia describes her confession and teils how Teodoro watched and
assisted as both she and her mother took off their elothes and were
ßagellated. A still naive Ottavia doesn't yet know the sensual dividends of
such a ritual. Her mother, on the other hand, does: Tullia explains that her
mother endured it stoically, and then, stimulated by the thrashing, she took
her stinging buttocks out of the confessional and directly intothe bed of
her lover. Later in the Dialogues Ottavia entertains Tullia with the story
of how Teodoro is joined by another philosopher, and, as the spiritual
guides have sex with both Ottavia and her mother, the pleasure of the
confessional finds an immediate and unsublimated expression.
Tbroughout their diseussions, Tullia and Ottavia attempt to justify
and to define a rhetoric of erotic representation. In the chapter aptly
entitled "Historiettes" they discuss the use of narration to reenact, prolong,
and intensify sexual pleasure. Their dialogue is punctuated with the
confessional imperatives "Parle," "Continue," and with questions designed
to bring as many reality effects as possible to the recounting of amorous
adventures. Tbe resulting narrations emphasize a new technique of erotic
representation whieh would have a profound influence on the development
of the 18th-century novel: the magnification and celebration of the
narrative detail.
2' From the Middle Ages to the Renaissance there was a literary tradition of
anti-clericalism which often ponrayed the monJc or spiritual guide as a homy satyr who
makes use of his confidants rote to prey on and corrupt an iMocent young woman. What
is different about the classical portrayal of the director of conscience is the emphasis placed
on the confession itself. and on the namtion of sinful aets.
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For example, Ottavia relates her experiences with a young boy, a
litlle Cupidon whom she eaUs "I'Amouren personne"; Tullia interrupts her
only to ask for precisions on the size of his penis and to link,
metaphorically, the erotie power of the "Httle penis" with that of the
rhetorieal detail: "Par mon bon genie! eette ingenieuse narration me donne
une demangeaison inaecoutumee. Tu es une etonnante eonteuse de riens:
Aux petites choses grandepeine et gloirenon menue" (11, 163). Toward the
end of the Dialogues the incitation to narrate becomes what reformers had
predieted: it is an apology for erotic representation. Ottavia, now fully
fashioned in erotic rhetorieal techniques, attempts to persuade a shy friend
to talk about her wedding night: she argues that some people find
"supreme volupte" in the hope or the memory of pleasure; that some get
more pleasure out of recounting their "jouissances" than in experiencing
them; that the remembranee of pleasures turns a fleeting experience into
a durable one. She makes a conneetion between narrating pleasure
(1 'ombre de la volupt~) and living weil. And finally, she dissolves the
distinetion between the experience of pleasure and its shadow-fonn, the
artful narration. Tbrough cultivated lubricity dreams ean eorne true:
"Veux-tu vivre bien et heureusement? detaehe des fruits, cueille des roses
dans les jardins de Venus. A la savante luxure tout reussit a souhait.
Meme dans l'ombre de la volupt~ tu rencontreras la volupte veritable" (11,
92).
Tbe Dialogues ereate a new erotic diseourse based on a
17th-century construetion of feminine sexual behavior: multiple orgasrn,
lesbian relations, a lack of personal expenditure. While it is true that the
Dialogues were written by a man, in latin, for men, while it is true that
lesbian evoeations are a lieu commun of male erotie phantasy, it is all the
same diffieult to read certain parts of tbe Dialogues de Luisa Sigea without
feeling that sometbing very new was developing out of erotic
representation in the middle of tbe 17th eentury. Tbis midcentury
liberation of Western erotic narrative from a morbid, virile model was
indeed short-lived: but before Tullia's lessons in the analysis of pleasure
are replaced, in the 18th century, by Sadian lessons of eruelty and
expenditure, and before she allows into her philosophical boudoir a male
accompliee who outshines or dominates her, the 17th-eentury figure of the
female sexual pedagogue will shape erotie diseourse into a titillating,
regenerating, rhetorical arte It is talk, more precisely it is girl-talk, that
deflowers Ottavia; via the pleasure of communieation even heterosexual
intercourse is transformed into a homoerotic fusion of souls.
Tullia. J'ai toujours pens6, mon amour, non pas que tu 6tais une autre
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moi-meme, mais que tu ne faisais qu'une avee moi. J'ai expos6 devant
tes yeux toutes mes passions, el je n'en ai pas eu honte. Je t'ai fait
p~nEtrer dans tes fibres intimes de ma poitrine, et je ne m'en repens
point: parte. (11, 150)
"Parle", the incitation that Foucault sees as having dominated, since the
Middle Ages, the West's sexual practice, finds its confessional function
confirmed in the Dialogues, but in a twisted fonn. Here the aim is not to
regulate and codify pleasure, but to make it proliferate. That is, go on,
talk, but so that the pleasure never ends:
Bonne V6nus! lorsque je pense, ma Tullia, ä de teiles volupt6s, mes
moelles intimes s'enßamment d'une aveugle ardeur. N'en est-i1 pas de
m!me de toi?
ThUia. Je d~lire, satte; eontinue. Tu me plais merveiJleusement avec
ce r~cit. (I, 199)
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